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PRECAUTIONS AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:

a.  Before connecting the BIOTOPUS II and its components, fi nd a safe 
position for them. To reduce the risk of fi re or electric shock, do not expo-
se this unit to rain or moisture. Position the MULTIPLUG far away from the 
aquarium, to avoid water to contaminate it otherwise this unit may be 
damaged.

b. Heat - The unit should be situated away from heat sources such as ra-
diators, stoves, or other appliances that produce heat.

c. Power Sources - The unit should be connected to a power supply only 
of the type described in the operating instructions or as marked on the unit 
power supply unit.

d. Power-Cord Protection - Power-supply cords should be routed so that 
they are not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon or 
against them, paying particular attention to cords at plugs, convenience 
receptacles, and the point where they exit from the unit.

e. Always take care to prevent water from running down the cord, always 
use a drip loop as shownin Figure 1.1. To create a drip loop, make sure that 
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the cord extends below the outlet so that any runoff will not enter the outlet 
or the device. If you are not familiar with installationof electrical equipment, 
it is strongly recommended that you hire a licensed electrician.

f. Object and Liquid Entry - Care should be taken so that objects do not fall 
into and liquids are not spilled into the inside of the unit.

g. Damage Requiring Service - The unit should be serviced by qualifi ed ser-
vice personnel when:

A. The power-supply cord or the plug has been damaged; or
B. Objects have fallen, or liquid has been spilled into the unit; or
C. The unit has been exposed to rain; or
D. The unit does not appear to operate normally or exhibits a marked 
change in performance; or
E. The unit has been dropped, or the cabinet damaged.

h. Servicing - The user should not attempt to service the unit beyond those 
means described in the operating instructions. All other servicing should be 
referred to qualifi ed service personnel.

i. AVOID DANGEROUS OPERATING CONDITIONS
Do not operate the Biotopus II with wet hands, if you are standing in water, 
if the Controller is wet.
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Figure 1.1.
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What is packed with your BIOTOPUS II:

Model “ONLY MONITOR”:
•DISPLAY UNIT
•Temperature probe
•12-16 Volt dc power supply
•one mounting hanger
•Operator Manual (what you are now reading)
•Warranty Registration Card

Model “CONTROL”:
•DISPLAY UNIT
•MULTIPLUG UNIT: 6 plugs
•Two-conductor cable to connect between MULTIPLUG 
and DISPLAY UNIT
•Temperature probe
•12-16 Volt dc power supply
•two mounting hangers
•Operator Manual (what you are now reading)
•Warranty Registration Card
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Model “REMOTE CONTROL”:
• DISPLAY UNIT
• MULTIPLUG UNIT: 6 plugs
• BIOLINK SMS
• Temperature probe
• Two-conductor cable to connect between MUL-
TIPLUG and DISPLAY UNIT
• Two-conductor cable to connect between BIO-
LINK SMS and DISPLAY UNIT
• Antenna for BIOLINK SMS UNIT
• Two 12-16 Volt dc power supplies
• two mounting hangers
• Operator Manual (what you are now reading)
• Warranty Registration Card

What is not packed with your BIOTOPUS II that you will need
• PROBES: pH probe (one ore two), redox probe, lux probe (some versions may include a pH 
probe)
• Calibration solutions (some versions may include calibration solutions)
• Telephone’s SIM card (to be purchased by your local Telephone Services Supplier)
• In some data modes you will need a 9-pin serial cable to connect to your computer.
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Warranty:

You have purchased the most advanced Aquarium controller available. 
Please complete and return the enclosed Warranty Registration Card. Elos occasionally 
offers performance enhancing updates to its products. By returning the completed Re-
gistration Card, we will notify you about these updates. For current information and hints 
and tips about our products check out our World Wide Web site. 

Elos warrants articles of equipment manufactured by it to be free from defects in ma-
terial and workmanship under normal use and service. Elos’s obligation under this war-
ranty is limited to making good at its factory any defective controller or satellite which is 
returned intact to Elos or to one of Elos’s authorized service centers within TWO years of 
delivery of the product to the original purchaser. The shipping must be prepaid until the 
product has been determined to be defective.
Probes supplied by Elos carry a 90-day warranty from date of purchase with the same 
conditions as the controller and satellite warranty.
Elos warrants any repair or replacement of its products for thirty (30) days or for the re-
mainder of the original warranty, whichever period is longer.
This warranty shall not apply to any article of equipment which has been repaired or 
altered outside the Elos factory or authorized service centers, nor which has been subject 
to misuse, negligence or accident, incorrect wiring by others, or installation or use not in 
accord with instructions furnished by the manufacturer.
Elos’s warranty obligation has limited transportation expenses. Products believed by 
buyer to be defective shall be returned to Elos, transportation and insurance prepaid by 
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buyer. If Elos determines the product is defective in operation, work-manship or mate-
rial, the product will be repaired or replaced and returned to the buyer with transpor-
tation and insurance prepaid. If Elos determines that the product is operating normally 
and the buyer was misusing the product, Elos may charge the buyer for labor and 
shipping charges.
Elos will give the buyer every possible consideration and will notify the buyer of pro-
ducts not subject to warranty allowance; and promptly upon receiving such notice, 
the buyer will notify Elos as to whether the product should be repaired, returned to the 
buyer without repair or otherwise disposed of. Products left in Elos’s possession lon-
ger than thirty (30) days without the buyer’s notice of disposition will be subject to a 
stocking and handling charge. For replaced items, the buyer will pay the established 
Elos price. For repair labor, the buyer will pay Elos’s established maintenance service 
rate. Under all circumstances, a product not subject to warranty coverage will free Elos 
of all transportation charges.
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Quick Start Setup
Here is the absolute minimum information you need to get started with your new 
BIOTOPUS II. After you satisfy your urge to hook it up and turn it on, please read the 
entire manual; you will learn how to maximize the effectiveness of this fi ne product:

CONNECTIONS:CONNECTIONS:

The following description may depend on your set-up:

1. Position the Display in the most convenient place. The controller comes with a 
mounting hanger for easy installation. Use the hanger to attach the controller to the 
wall. Your Biotopus II can be located in any dry location. The controller is not water-
proof and cannot be sub-merged, permitted to get wet or exposed to high humidi-
ty. AVOID SPLASHING THE UNIT.
2. Connect the probe(s) to the DISPLAY UNIT and position them into the aquarium 
or into the fi lter so that the top of the probe(s) is above the waterline. All the probes 
should be positioned so that ONLY ABOUT 2/3 of the probe shaft is immersed in wa-
ter. Select a probe installation that will allow the pH and ORP probes to be located 
within 15 cm (6 inches) of the temperature probe.
3. Connect the DC power supply to the DISPLAY UNIT
(ONLY NECESSARY FOR CONTROL VERSIONS):
4.  Position the MULTIPLUG in the most convenient place. The Multiplug comes with a 
mounting hanger for easy installation. Use the hanger to attach the Multiplug to the 
wall, in any dry location. The Multiplug is not waterproof and cannot be sub-mer-
ged, permitted to get wet or exposed to high humidity. 
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5. Connect the two-conductor cable between the MULTIPLUG and the DISPLAY
(ONLY NECESSARY FOR REMOTE CONTROL VERSIONS):
6. Connect the two-conductor, 9 pin serial cable between the DISPLAY UNIT and the BIO 
LINK SMS UNIT.
7. Connect the DC power supply to the BIO LINK SMS UNIT
(ALL VERSIONS):
8. Connect the DC power supply(s) and the MULTIPLUG MAIN SUPPLY cable (where MUL-
TIPLUG is available) to the WALL OUTLET.

You are now ready to start programming your BIOTOPUS II.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8  9 10

1= MULTIPLUG 1

2= MULTIPLUG 2

3= INFRARED PORT

4=  0-10 VOLT PORT

5=  SPECIAL PROBES

6=  LUX PROBE

7=  TEMPERATURE PROBE

8=  REDOX PROBE

9=  pH PROBE

10= DC POWER SUPPLY
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SAFETY LOCK:SAFETY LOCK:            

To avoid unwanted modifi cation to the parameters, in order to enter the MENU’ you will 
need to HOLD one of the four button for more than 5 sec. Proceed as following:
1) Press one of the four button to enter the Setup MENU’, the controller will prompt you:

                              LOCKED 
       HOLD ON TO UNLOCK       HOLD ON TO UNLOCK

2) keep the button pressed till the controller will prompt you:

                          UNLOCKED 
         HOLD ON TO EXPERT         HOLD ON TO EXPERT

3) release the button. The controller will prompt you:

    <--->          <--->      Setup
    <--->      Manual on/off    <--->      Manual on/off
    <--->      History Min/Max    <--->      History Min/Max
    <--->      EXIT    LEVEL 1    <--->      EXIT    LEVEL 1

4) to enter the EXPERT MENU’, at STEP 3) you should keep the button pressed.
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Quick Start

PROGRAMMING:           PROGRAMMING:           -----BASIC SETUP------------BASIC SETUP-------

In ELOS BIOTOPUS II the installation procedure have been simplifi ed. All you have to 
know is the actual time and date, the aquarium type you are going to monitor (Marine 
or Fresh Water) and which component you are going to connect to your DISPLAY UNIT 
(Multiplug(s), probe(s) etc.). You can then proceed with the programming procedure:

This section provides enough information to get your new equipment up and running. 
You still will want to read through the rest of this manual. It provides valuable operation 
tips and information that will allow you to use the features to full measure.

The fi rst time you’ll connect the BIOTOPUS II to the AC wall outlet, it will automatically 
takes you to the INITIAL SETUP procedure.
Once in the INITIAL SETUP MENU’ your fi rst option will be to load the current time and 
date. 
CLOCK SETUP
First you’ll need to enter the Hour of the Day (00-24), than the Hour of the Day (00-24), than the Hour Minute (01-59), then the 
Day of month (01-31), the Day of the week (Mon-Sun) the month MM (01-12) and the 
year Year (2004-2999).Year (2004-2999).Year
Each time the controller will prompt you to press the “+” button (second from the TOP) to 
increase the prompted value, the “-” Button (third from the TOP) to decrease the promp-
ted value or the CONTINUE button (fourth from the TOP) to ACCEPT the prompted value 
and proceed to the next screen.
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Please note: at fi rst installation it is necessary to power the unit for 24 hours in order to 
charge the internal backup battery.

HH      =      19

+
-
CONTINUE

USEFUL HINT: in order to simplify the use, all the menùs have been developed using 
the “BUTTON <-> ROW correspondence” described in the above picture.
In the above screen shot, the fi rst button is not used, the second button is used to 
activate the “+” command, the third button is used to activate the “-” command 
and the fourth button is used to activate the “CONTINUE” command and to accept 
the prompted value.

1st button

4th button

2nd button

3rd button
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Quick Start
LOADING THE PARAMETER:
The next step will be to load the Parameter: 

Your Biotopus II is more than simply an Aquarium Controller it is a 360° automation system 
that will simplify your life. Thanks to its internal software, the parameters of several bioto-
pe are automatically available to you by the means of a key press. This means that, all 
you’ll need to do to program your controller, will be “to choose an area of the world to 
simulate”. The timers, the lights, the Optimal pH, the Temperature when the main heater, 
the heating cable, the chiller will switch on and off will be automatically pre-set to the 
values of the chosen area so that you’ll not need to struggle in long and diffi cult set-up 
procedure. If you are not willing to simulate any special area of the world, all you’ll need 
to do is to choose a “Standard Preset” where all these parameters will match an “Ideal 
Situation” that will fi t 90% of our aquarium/habits so that you’ll have the chance to imme-
diately enjoy your aquarium.

Of course you’ll also have the possibility to defi ne every single parameter of your con-
troller, including giving a different “task” to each of the 48 sockets present on one of the 
MULTIPLUG (s) or on one of the DX-1 unit, but this part of the manual is intended to give 
you the basic for a QUICK SET-UP. Let’s now discover how easy is this procedure:

AQUARIUM TYPE
First you’ll need to confi rm if your Setup is a Marine or a Fresh Water Setup.
1) Press the second or the third button on the controller. Your choice will appear on the 
top right of the display:
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            AQUARIUM  :       MARINE 
 <--->      Marine  ? <--->      Marine  ?
 <--->      Fresh      ? <--->      Fresh      ?
 <--->      Continue  <--->      Continue 

Now you need to choose between Biotope and Manual; in Manual you’ll need to set-up 
all the parameter such as the desired time to switch on and off each of the connected 
light, the desired temperature inside the aquarium etc. etc.; in Biotope, all these para-
meter will be chosen from the Internal Database.
2) Press the 2nd button from the top to choose “Biotope”, the controller will prompt you:

            INITIAL SETUP  :       BIOTOPE 
 <--->      Biotope  (Auto) <--->      Biotope  (Auto)
 <--->      Manua   (Free) <--->      Manua   (Free)
 <--->      CONTINUE <--->      CONTINUE

Now you need to confi rm your choice and choose the area of the world to simulate:
3) press the the fourth bottom from the top and use + or - to choose the area. That’s it.

 Zone Zone =           Standard 
 <--->      + <--->      +
 <--->      - <--->      -
 <--->      Continue  <--->      Continue 

Your Biotopus II have been programmed, it is now the time to connect the devices.
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Quick Start

The next step will be to load and confi gure the connected device(s): 

CONNECTED DEVICES
First you’ll need to confi rm the connected probe(s) starting from the fi rst (pH1) and then 
the second pH probe(pH2), the Redox Probe (REDX), the Conductivity Probe, the GSM 
module, the RESCUE module. 

The next step will be to calibrate the connected probe(s): please note that, only if the 
probe(s) are connected to the system and correctly installed (see above, CONNECTED 
DEVICES), the CONTROLLER will permit you to calibrate the probe(s). 

If no probe(s) are installed, the MENU’ will be EMPTY.

CALIBRATE THE TEMPERATURE PROBE:
It should not be necessary at this step to calibrate the Temperature Probe.

CALIBRATE THE pH PROBE(s):
pH Probes require periodic calibration to maintain accuracy. Each probe is calibrated 
through a simple process of placing it into a standard solution of known water quality 
following the prompts on the display.

The pH calibration is done using two different buffer solutions. Standard buffer solution 
choices are pH 4, and 7. Set up two cups: Elos Calibration Solution pH4 in the fi rst cup, 
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Elos Calibration Solution pH7 in the second cup.

Rinse the probe in the system water and shake it off. Do not scour the probe(s) with any 
dry towel!
Place the pH probe into the Calibration Solution pH4 and start the calibration. 
The controller will prompt you

                        PLACE PROBE 
     IN PH 4     IN PH 4

          Any Key to continue          Any Key to continue

     CONTINUE WHEN STAB.      CONTINUE WHEN STAB. 
      PH 4      PH 4
                      -------                            -------      XXXX   ------- 

    ---- >      Continue    ---- >      Continue

When the reading is stable, press CONTINUE the controller will prompt you:

                      PLACE PROBE 
     IN PH 7     IN PH 7

         Any Key to continue         Any Key to continue

     CONTINUE WHEN STAB.      CONTINUE WHEN STAB. 
      PH 7      PH 7
                      -------                            -------      XXXX   ------- 

    ---- >      Continue    ---- >      Continue
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You can than remove the probe from the pH7 Solution, rinse it thoroughly in System Wa-
ter, and proceed to the next step.

EXHAUSTED PROBES
If the probes are not within the tolerance limits, reading will not get stable or show erratic 
values. Should this occur, clean the probe, and try to recalibrate it.
During the calibration process, in case a probe is out of specifi cation, the controller will 
prompt you

         ERROR NR. #### 
        Any key to continue

If you have cleaned the probe twice and you are still having problems, you will
need to purchase an Elos replacement probe from the dealer where you purchased the 
controller .

REPLACING A PROBE
Replace your pH(s) and ORP probes every 16-18 months for Elos laboratory grade pro-
bes, 12 months for standard grade probes, or as needed for accuracy and reliability. 
Replacement probes can be purchased from the store where you purchased your 
Biotopus controller. For a list of dealers nearest you, check Elos’s Web site at 
http://www.eloseurope.com or call Elos Customer Service. 
Elos probes is guaranteed to be accurate to within ±0,2 degree at 28° C.
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If the second pH probe is connected, proceed as above for its calibration.

CALIBRATE THE Reodx PROBE:
Redox Probes require periodic calibration to maintain accuracy. Each probe is calibra-
ted through a simple process of placing it into a standard solution of known water quality 
following the prompts on the display.

The Redox calibration is done using one buffer solution (to version 109e two solutions was 
used). Standard buffer solution is 220 mV. Set up a cup with the Elos Calibration Solution 
220 mV.

Rinse the probe in the system water and shake it off. Do not scour the probe with any dry 
towel!
Place the Redox probe into the Calibration Solution 220 mV and start the calibration. 
The controller will prompt you:

                    PLACE PROBE IN 
         220 mV std. solution         220 mV std. solution

          Any Key to continue          Any Key to continue

     CONTINUE WHEN STAB.      CONTINUE WHEN STAB. 
                             -------      XXXX   ------- 

    ---- >      Continue    ---- >      Continue

When the reading is stable, press CONTINUE.
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CALIBRATE THE CONDUCTIVITY PROBE:
Conductivity Probe require periodic calibration to maintain accuracy. Each probe is cali-
brated through a simple process of placing it into a standard solution of known quality, 
at 25 °C (77 °F) following the prompts on the display.

The Conductivity calibration is done using one buffer solution (50 mS or 500 µS). Standard 
buffer solution for marine is 50 mS, for fresh water is 500 µS. Set up a cup with the Elos 
Calibration Solution.

IMPORTANT: calibration solution MUST be kept at a Temperature around to 25 °C (77 °F).

Rinse the probe in the system water and shake it off. Do not scour the probe with any dry 
towel!
Place the COnductivity probe into the Calibration Solution and start the calibration. 
The controller will prompt you:

          PLACE COND. PROBE IN 
             XXX std. solution             XXX std. solution

          Any Key to continue          Any Key to continue

                                ------      XXXX   ------- 

            min 440 max 460            min 440 max 460
           (XX.X - XX.X° - XXX)           (XX.X - XX.X° - XXX)

    ---- > Continue when stab    ---- > Continue when stab

If the controller will start beepping, you’ll need to adapt the interface (black box) to the 
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probe by adjusting the proper screw (in 
correspondence to the plug) on the top 
of the interface (black box): 
use left screw to adjust the probe con-
nected to the left plug, right screw to 
adjust the probe connected to the right 
plug.

Low beeping frequency shows a value 
far away from Optimal Point, high bee-
ping frequency shows a value closer to 
the Optimal Point. On the display the va-
lues should come to the Optimal range 
(440 - 460).
Once the Optimal range is achieved, 
beeping will stop.
Press CONTINUE to fi nish the calibration 
process.
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Quick Start
CONNECTION OF THE DEVICES
The connection of the devices (lights, heather, chiller, pumps) is made according to the 
selected Aquarium Type (MARINE or FRESH WATER). It is also possible to assign different 
devices/tasks to each of the sockets. Assigment of “custom task” is described under the 
“Advanced section” of this manual.

6. Plug the devices to the MULTIPLUG’s sockets following the description on the table be-
low. Do not exceed the specifi ed value shown on table 3. These devices will be turned 
on and off by this unit’s software.

Now is time to enjoy your aquarium: your Biotopus II have been programmed.

Socket 1 Socket 2 Socket 3 Socket 4 Socket 5 Socket 6
MULTIPLUG A LIGHT 1 LIGHT 2 HEATER1 PH- Rx- OSMO
MULTIPLUG B LIGHT 3 LIGHT 4 MOON L. HEATER 2 DOS. 1 AUX 1
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I HAVE MADE A MISTAKE:

In case you have made a mistake choosing the Aquarium Type or the connected devi
ces/probe(s) you can verify and change what you have done.
Keep pressed for several seconds one of the four botton to enter the “EXPERT MODE”. 
After the System hold time (see page 13 - SAFETY LOCK) the controller will prompt you :

    <--->      Calibration
    <--->      Add/Remove Input
    <--->      Change Zone
    <--->      CONTINUE

CHANGE THE CONNECTED DEVICES:
Choose the “Add/REemove Input” procedure and proceed as described above under 
the paraghraph “CONNECTED DEVICES”.

CHANGE THE AQUARIUM TYPE:
Once in the “Expert Mode”,  choose “Continue” to be taken to the second window and 
then choose “Re-Set”. You’ll need to confi rm (chose “YES”) and you’ll then be taken 
to the INITIAL SETUP confi guration MENU’ where you can change all the parameter as 
described above. 
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I WANT TO KNOW MORE:

You have chosen to use one of the “presets” of your BIOTOPUS II (a BIOTOPE) but you 
want to know what this means in term of parameters. Let suppose that you want to know 
when the lights will switch on and off. Provide that every day these data will be different 
and will depend from the sunset and the sunrise in the area that you have chosen, you 
can have a picture of the moment that you are checking these data. The procedure is 
very easy:
press for fi ve seconds (see page 13-SAFETY LOCK) one of the four keys on your display 
module.  You’ll be taken to the “FIRST LEVEL MENU’” which is also shown on the right-low 
part of the display by the text “LEVEL 1”
Press the fi rst button from the Top “Setup” to enter the “Setup Menu”:

    <--->      Setup
    <--->      Manual on/off
    <--->      History Min/Max
    <--->      EXIT    LEVEL 1

you’ll be taken on the “SECOND LEVEL MENU” (indicated by the text “LEVEL 2” on the 
display. The computer will prompt you: 

    <--->      Clock
    <--->      Lights
 <--->      Temperature
 <--->      Continue    LEVEL 2

press the second button from the top “Lights”  and again the second button from the 
top “Info”. The computer will show you the Mode you have chosen (in this case “Bioto-
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pe”) and, if you choose “Continue” pressing the last button from the top you’ll see the 
presets of the lights timer:

Light 1
 On       = 08:20
 Off       = 21:40
    <--->      Continue

pressing “Continue” you’ll scroll all the lights and you’ll also see the actual “noon shift”, a 
parameter that virtually “move” the timers in order to fully enjoy your aquarium. 

NOTE: Noon shift is set at +3:00 thus meaning that all the “lights timer” are delayed by three hours if compared 
with what is happening in the reality. In tropical area, sunrise is sometimes early in the morning; sunset is early 
in the evening. Aquarium lights will switch on and off consequently if noon shift is set to 0 avoiding you to fully 

enjoy your aquarium when you are at home.

You’ll also see the actual Day Length, the Minimum and the Maximum Day Length during 
the year at the chosen area of the world (replicated in your aquarium):

Moon L. (ML)                    Act  DD   Length   = 13:20
Moon L. on   :      21:40        Min  DD   Length   = 11:20

 Moon L. off   :      8:20    Min  DD   Length   = 13:40 Moon L. off   :      8:20    Min  DD   Length   = 13:40 Moon L. off   :      8:20    Min  DD   Length   = 13:40 Moon L. off   :      8:20    Min  DD   Length   = 13:40
    <--->      Continue     <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue     <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue     <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue     <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue     <--->      Continue

In the above example, the fi rst light in the aquarium will switch ON at 8:20 in the morning 
and switch Off at 21:40 in the evening when the Moon Light will switch ON, the actual 
day length is 13:20 hours which is quite close to the Maximum day length of 13:40 hours.
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in case you decide to see how the Temperature will be in your aquarium, after “Setup”, 
instead of “Light” you should have chosen “Temperature”: 

    <--->      Clock
    <--->      Lights
 <--->      Temperature
 <--->      Continue

and then “Info”: 

    <--->      Set Points
    <--->      Info
 <--->      Expert
 <--->      EXIT

the computer will show you the Mode and the related temperature which will be varia-
ble, depending from the actual season in the chosen area of the world. 
Pressing “Continue” will then show the “Night Temperature” (which will differs from the 
day temperature) the Heather(s) and chiller start points and, as for the lights, the Mini-
mum and the Maximum temperatures during the year. 
Two very important parameters are the “Clip temperatures”: 

    T.   upper   clip     =   29.0°
    T.   lower    clip     =   22.0°
  
 <--->      Continue
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these are the maximum and the minimum temperatures that you accept in your aqua-
rium (you can change these values in the Expert Menu). In some region of the world, the 
temperature of the water can be extremely high thus killing all the living organism in the 
Biotope. These two parameters avoid that this happens also in your aquarium, in case 
you chose to simulate the conditions of one of these area of the world.

What you have seen above, for light and temperature, can also be performed for all the 
other parameter under control, such as pH and Redox.

D
A

Y 
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ADAVANCED OPERATION
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Advanced Setup      

MANUAL SETUP - I WANT TO CHANGE THE SET POINTS:

If you decide that the Biotope pre-sets are not suitable to your need, you can change 
one or all the SetPoints and all the related parameter to fi t your needs. You can do this 
performing the following steps:
press for fi ve seconds (see page 13-SAFETY LOCK) one of the four keys on your display 
module. You’ll be taken to the “FIRST LEVEL MENU’”.
Press the fi rst button from the Top “Setup” to enter the “Setup Menu”:

    <--->      Setup
    <--->      Manual on/off
    <--->      History Min/Max
    <--->      EXIT

and then choose the parameter you want to modify. Let assume you want to set-up a 
different pH, the computer will prompt you: 

    <--->      Clock
    <--->      Lights
 <--->      Temperature
 <--->      Continue

press “Continue” till on the display you can see the word pH 1, then press “pH 1”  and 
again the fi rst button from the top “Set points”. The computer will show you, on the Top-
right part of the Display the Mode you have chosen (in this case “Biotope”) 
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Actual Mode   :   Biotope
 <--->      Biotope (Lock) <--->      Biotope (Lock)
 <--->       <--->      Manual (Free)
    <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue

choose “Manual” so that, on the upper row of the Display, the mode changes to Manual

Actual Mode   :   Manual
 <--->      Biotope (Lock) <--->      Biotope (Lock)
 <--->      Manual (Free) <--->      Manual (Free)
    <--->          <--->      Continue

choose “Continue” and the controller will prompt you:

 Opt. Set   pH1     =    6.50 Opt. Set   pH1     =    6.50
 <--->         <--->        +
 <--->        <--->        -
    <--->        Continue    <--->        Continue

set the desired pH level by pressing the “+” or the “-” and, once the desired level is 
achieved, choose “Continue” and you’ll be taken to the previous menù.

The procedure will be the same for almost all the other parameter including lights, tem-
perature and Redox.
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Advanced Setup

SPECIAL TIMERS: “The four points Timer”

Let say that you want to use one of the socket (nr. 3 which is factory set to control the 
heater) to switch on the Ozonizator for twenty minutes, four (4) times a day. 
You can use the “MULTI POINT TIMER” performing the following steps: 

press for fi ve seconds (see page 13-SAFETY LOCK) one of the four keys on your display 
module. You’ll be taken to the “FIRST LEVEL MENU’”.
Press the fi rst button from the Top “Setup” to enter the “Setup Menu”:

    <--->      Setup
    <--->      Manual on/off
    <--->      History Min/Max
    <--->      EXIT

Once in the “Setup Menù” press the last button from the Top “Continue” till the Display 
will show you the “Timers” menù. Choose it. The Controller will prompt you:

    <--->      Set points
    <--->      Info
    <--->      Expert
    <--->      EXIT

Choose “Set Points” by pressing the fi rst button from the top and choose “Yes” when the 
Controller will ask you wether you want or not to “Clear points”. 
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    Clear points  ?       :    YES
    <--->      Yes    ?
    <--->      No    ?
    <--->      Continue

Choose then “Continue” to proceed to the next menù where you’ll be prompted to defi -
ne at what time the FPT will “fi rst switch ON”: 

    T4      1 on     =     00:00
    <--->      +
    <--->      -
    <--->      EXIT

Using the “+” or the “-” button, scroll to the desired value and press “Continue” to con-
fi rm; you’ll be taken to the next screen where you’ll set up the “fi rst switch OFF time”. 
Again, using the “+” or the “-” button, scroll to the desired value and press “Continue” 
to confi rm. You’ll be then prompted to set-up the “second switch ON time”. You’ll need 
to performe the above steps four times. Every time, on the display, the timer counter will 
advance by one showing that you are setting the fi rst, second, third or fourth event in the 
day:

    T4      2 on     =     00:00
    <--->      +
    <--->      -
    <--->      EXIT
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NOTE: the event can only be consecutive one to the other. In case the “Switch ON time” and the “Switch OFF 
time” of one event are the same, the event will not happen. 
This is usefull in case you need to switch on the equipment (in the above example the ozonizator) less than four 
times per day (see graphic below where, for T4, ON and OFF are set at the same time).
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You’ll need now to assign to the Timer, a Socket where you’ll connect the Ozonisator (in 
this example let us decide to use socket nr. 3). You’ll need to connect the Ozonizator to 
Socket nr. 3 and then you’ll need to inform your Biotopus II that you want to use this soc-
ket not to control the heater (see tab. at page 20) but the Timer.

Proceed as following:
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Advanced Setup

ASSIGNING TASK:

You have NOT installed the heater and you want to assign the plug normally used to 
control it, to the “Multi Timer” task so that you can control your Ozonizer.
Your new BIOTOPUS II is an extremely fl exible controller. You can completely personalize 
the use of each socket of the MULTIPLUG (excluding socket nr. 6 on MULTIPLUG B dedica-
ted to the Level controller), assigning them a different task. 

We will now show you how to assign the “TASK” to control the “Multi Timer” through plug 
nr. 3 on Multiplug A:

enter the “Setup”(see page 13-SAFETY LOCK), press the last button from the Top “Conti-
nue” untill on the display you’ll read “Timers”. Choose it:

    <--->      Timers
    <--->      Dosometric pumps
    <--->      Waves
    <--->      Continue

then enter the “Expert” menù of the Timers pressing the third button from the top

    <--->      Set Points
    <--->      Info
    <--->      Expert
    <--->      EXIT
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On the display the “Not assigned” message will be shown to tell that no plug have been 
dedicated to this Task.
Press the third button from the top to select “Modify”.

Task   :   Multi Timer    (MT)
               Not Assigned
 <--->      Manual
    <--->      Continue

then press “Continue”  to accept and go to the next display. 
The controller will show you the task nr (23), its name (MT) assigned to Socket nr. 1 (#1) on 
the fi rst MULTIPLUG (A).

      23          MT  Assigned to   A 1      23          MT  Assigned to   A 1
     <--->      +     <--->      +
     <--->      -     <--->      -
        <--->              <--->      Continue

Multiplug
Socket nr.

Task nr. Task name
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Press the second or the third button to increase or decrease the number and the letter 
untill you’ll read “A3” meaning that hte task have been assigned to plug “3” on Multiplug 
“A”

Choose “Continue” and on the display you’ll see the new task allocation to each plug of 
the Multiplugs.

 1        1         1       0      0        X
---------------------------------------------  ---------------------------------------------  

L1      L2       MT      P-     R-    Os,
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Advanced Setup

DOSING PUMP:

You have chosen to install the second “MULTIPLUG” and you want to use one of the soc-
ket (nr. 5) of your second MULTIPLUG to control a dosing pump (see table 1).
You can use one of the six “DOSING PUMP TIMERS” performing the following steps:

press for fi ve seconds (see page 13-SAFETY LOCK) one of the four keys on your display 
module. You’ll be taken to the “FIRST LEVEL MENU’”.
Press the fi rst button from the Top “Setup” to enter the “Setup Menu”:

    <--->      Setup
    <--->      Manual on/off
    <--->      History Min/Max
    <--->      EXIT

Once in the “Setup Menù” press the last button from the Top “Continue” till the Display 
will show you the “Dosometric pump” menù. Choose it. The Controller will prompt you:

    <--->      Set points
    <--->      Info
    <--->      Expert
    <--->      EXIT

Choose “Set Points” by pressing the fi rst button from the top.
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    D1  Duration sec =   012
    <--->      +    ?
    <--->      -    ?
    <--->      Continue

Using the “+” or the “-” button, scroll to the desired “Duration” (in seconds) and press 
“Continue” to confi rm; you’ll be taken to the next screen where you’ll set up the “Inter-
val” of the occurences (in hours). 

    D1  Interval hrs  =   006          EXECUTE   :     NO
    <--->      +    ?              <--->      YES ?
    <--->       -    ?      <--->          <--->       -    ?      <--->          <--->       -    ?      <--->          <--->       -    ?      <--->          <--->       -    ?      <--->      NO ?
    <--->      Continue      <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue      <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue      <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue      <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue      <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue      <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue      <--->      Continue

Again, using the “+” or the “-” button, scroll to the desired value and press “Continue” 
to confi rm. The system will prompt you “EXECUTE” : chose “YES” and “Continue” and you 
can now check the correct functionality of the pump. Chose “NO” and “Continue”and 
you’ll be then prompted to set-up the second dosing pump. You’ll need to perform the 
above steps six times only if you install 6 Dosing pumps. 
In the above example, you can program only the fi rst Dosing Pump D1 and leave the 
other at factory presets.
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Every time, on the display, the  counter will advance by one showing that you are setting 
the fi rst, second, third ... sixt dosing pump:

    D6  Duration sec =   000
    <--->      +
    <--->      -
    <--->      EXIT

Socket nr. 5 on Multiplug B have been allocated to the First Dosing Pump.

The allocation of the sockets/task have been chosen, at the factory, to fi t the most common needs (see         
table 1). It is also possible to assign different task to each of the 6 sockets on each MULTIPLUG and use more 
than a socket to control the Dosing Pumps. 
Your BIOTOPUS II is able to control up to six separate Dosing pumps.

MULTIPLUG 
NR. 2
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g 
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m

p

D
os
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g 

Pu
m

p
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Advanced Setup

CONDUCTIVITY PROBE:

Up to fi ve probes can be installed as part of the Biotopus II  system. Three of the probes 
(temperature, pH, ORP) have the same basic installation requirements. The conductivity 
probe, requires special installation procedures to ensure proper operation and accuracy. 
In all cases, it is desirable to locate the probes away from sources of electrical interferen-
ce such as UV sterilizers, fl orescent lighting,ballasts, pumps, etc.

The conductivity  probe MUST be located AWAY (ELECTRICALLY SEPARATED) from the other 
three probes, placed in a controlled volume environment called a “conductivity cell.”

The conductivity cell is required to achieve accurate conductivity readings. It reduces 
the chances that the conductivity probe will be affected by alternate ground (conducti-
ve) paths. The Off-line, installation, using a “Drip Cup” is the preferred installation method.

The “Drip Cup” installation is the best option when using the conductivity probe cor con-
tinuos reading. As illustrated in Figure on the next page, a portion of water from a pump is 
diverted to a small cup-type arrangement. The water fl ows MUST be drop by drop.
You must carefully position the probe so that the end of the probe is approximately 1 inch 
from the bottom of the cup. ELOS provide a special probe holder with all the necessary 
tubing and connections in orer to obtain the best “electrical separation” between the 
probes.
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After the probes are installed, there is a period of time required for each probe to stabili-
ze in its new environment. The conductivity probe will be the fi rst to stabilize, followed by 
the temperature probe which requires about 10 to 15 minutes before accurate readings 
are possible. The pH and ORP probes will take considerably longer to stabilize. Their rea-
dings are much more sensitive. The pH probe will stabilize in about 24 hours while the ORP 
probe may require 48hours.

If the conductivity probe is not installed properly and the probe is exposed to the electri-
cal interference from the pH or the ORP probes, unreliable readings will result both on the 
pH/ORP as well as on the Conductivity. Immediately restore a condition where ph/ORP 
probes are electrically separated and carefully clean the Conductivity probe in order to 
remove the deposits that evenutally have build up on the sensors (even few seconds of 
electrical interference can create a deposit on the Conductivity probe).
This can be achieved using the specifi c solution, ELOS CLEAN. Leave the probe inside 
the solution for about 30 minutes than, with a soft cloth or very fi ne (#600) grit sandpaper 
lightly polish the platinum electrodes. 
During normal operation, the frequency required for this cleaning depends on the water 
quality. For relatively clean fresh water, this polishing might be required only once per 
year. For saline water, it might be advisable to clean the probe once per week.
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Water in

Water out

Probe

ELOS CONDUCTIVITY CELL Note: inside a conduc-
tivity cell water must 
fl ow drop by drop. The 
Conductivity probe 
MUST be “electrically 
separated” from pH/
ORP probes. Tempe-
rature probe MUST be 
positioned close to 
Conductivity probe in 
order to have correct 
readings of Conduc-
tivity.
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MISCELLANEOUS
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Miscellaneous     

INFO

Your BIOTOPUS II provide you with several type of information regarding the history of the 
parameters, the confi guration of the system and the confi guration of the parameters. 
Info are, in general, contestual thus meaning that, depending on your position inside a 
menù, you can get the related info.
Let assume that you are OUTSIDE from any “Programming Procedure”. The most imme-
diate INFO you can get is the History of the parameter and the Min/Max that are happe-
ned in your absence. You can do this performing the following steps:
press for fi ve seconds (see page 13-SAFETY LOCK) one of the four keys on your display 
module. You’ll be taken to the “FIRST LEVEL MENU’”.

    <--->      Setup
    <--->      Manual on/off
    <--->      History Min/Max
    <--->      EXIT

press the third button from the Top “History Min/Max” to enter the “History Menu”. The 
fi rst display is devoted to the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM history. Very important to have an 
immediate view on what is happened in your aquarium:

    T. min/max=    25.0/27.0
    pH1            =    6.20/6.40
    Redox        = +220/+230
    <--->      Continue
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press “Continue” and you’ll be taken to the next menù where you can RESET the mini-
mum and the maximum, useful to start a new sessiong of MIN/MAX aquisition. “Conti-
nue” will then show you the HISTORY of the key parameters (T° and pH) at the fl owing of 
the hours:

    DD=   01   MM= 07  HH= 12
    <--->      +          T° C  =  27.0
 <--->      -           pH    =  9.90
 <--->      Exit                  #  79

press “+” or “-” and you can see the hourly occurences. Press “Exit” and you’ll be taken 
to the next menù where you can RESET the History.
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Miscellaneous     

SUN RISE- SUN SET

In case you own a fl uorescent light with dimmable capability or any light that can be 
controlled by a low voltage signal (0-10 Volts), your BIOTOPUS II provides you the signal 
(0-10 volts) to control the dimmer in order to simulate the Sun Rise, Sun Set. 

This task involves is assigned to Light 1 Timer. The real simulation of the Sun Rise and Sun 
Set take into account the duration as well as the intensity of the light, in accordance to 
the chosen biotope.

Once the Light 1 is connected to the MULTIPLUG (factory setup assignes socket nr. 1 on 
MULTIPLUG A), simply connect the appropriate cable (available as optional) between 
your Low Voltage Light Input (0-10 volt) plug and the Specifi c plug on the display  .
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Miscellaneous     

RESET

In case you need to restore the factory PRESETS, you can RESET your BIOTOPUS II. Proceed 
as below:

• enter the Expert menù pressing one of the four botton for more than 5 sec.
• choose “Continue”
• choose “Re-Set”

    <--->      Re-set
    <--->      Ass. Task to Plug
    <--->      Connect to PC
    <--->      Exit           EXPERT

Your BIOTOPUS II will retain in its internal memory ONLY the “Probes calibrations”. The 
other parameters will be re-stored to factory presets.
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Miscellaneous     

FEEDING FUNCTION

In case you need to stop your pumps, the BIOTOPUS II provide you a quick way to tem-
porary stop the pumps managed by Task nr. 15 and 16 (Water Spin) or Task nr. 36 (Servi-
ce). Proceed as below:

• Press simultaneously the fi rst and the last button on the Display. Task 15/16 and 36 will 
be interrupted for 10 minutes (pumps will stop running for 10 minutes). Pressing again 
the two buttons will start back the pumps.

    <--->      *********
    <--->      *********
    <--->      *********
    <--->      *********

In case you want to use the “Feeding Function” you must assign Task 15/16 or task 36 to 
one (two) of the socket(s) of your Multiplug (see page  34 “Assignign task”) and connect 
the pumps to the assigned sockets.
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Miscellaneous     

LIGHT SHUT-OFF

In case the temperature of your aquarium will exceed the Alarm Limit, lights will start to 
switch off, one by one till the temperature will stop rising.

To activate the SHUT-OFF procedure, enter the Temperature Menù and choose, from the 
EXPERT option, LIGHT SHUT OFF: YES 
Then the computer will prompt you as below:

    <--->      LIGHT SHUT OFF:   YES
    <--->      YES
    <--->      NO
    <--->      CONTINUE

FAN

It is possible to SWITCH ON and OFF a surface FAN to reduce the temperature of the wa-
ter in case the CHILLER is not available.

You can set-up the SetPoint at which the FAN will start, inside the EXPERT MENU’ of the 
Temperature. Don’t forget to assign a PLUG (see page 37) to this task (see page 70).
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Miscellaneous     

MOON PHASES

In case you own a fl uorescent moolight with dimmable capability or a low voltage 
moonlight (0-10 Volts), your BIOTOPUS II provides you the signal (0-10 volts) to control the 
dimmer in order to simulate the lunar phases. This task (task nr. 5) involves the real simula-
tion of moonlight, taking into account the duration as well as the intensity of the light, in 
accordance to the chosen biotope.

Once the Moon Light (ML) is connected to the MULTIPLUG (factory setup assignes soc-
ket nr. 3 on MULTIPLUG B), simply connect the appropriate cable (available as optional) 

between your Moon-Light 0-10 volt plug and the Moon Light plug on the display  .

The same plug (on the display) can also be used to drive a low voltage Moon Light (0-10 
volt). To set-up the lunar phase you should enter the LIGHT’s “EXPERT MENU’” and set to 
“YES” the Moon phases simulation.
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Miscellaneous     

Metric or English UNIT

To switch between US and EUROPE unit mode (°Celsius - °Fareneith) proceed as fol-
lowing:

1) disconnect the power cable from Display unit
2) press and hold the third button from the top
3) connect again the power cable to the Display unit
5) after 5 second release the botton
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Miscellaneous     

PC - LOGGER
To continuosly monitor the STATUS of the parameters of your aquarium on a PC, you 
should proceed as below:

• enter the Expert menù pressing one of the four botton for more than 5 sec.
• choose “Continue”
• choose “PC-LOGGER”

    <--->      Re-set    <--->      Re-set
    <--->      Ass. Task to Plug    <--->      Ass. Task to Plug
    <--->      PC - LOGGER    <--->      PC - LOGGER
    <--->      Exit           EXPERT    <--->      Exit           EXPERT

Then select YES

    <--->      PC-LOGGER : NO    <--->      PC-LOGGER : NO
    <--->      Yes    <--->      Yes
    <--->      No    <--->      No
    <--->      Continue    <--->      Continue

You can now connect your PC, using a NULL MODEM adapter/cable, via the serial port, 
to the BIOTOPUS and through an Hyper Terminal Session (baud=2400, bit=8, odd=none, 
stop bit=1, fl ow control=none), you’ll obtain on the display the IN-TIME data.
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Miscellaneous     

Second pH probe

In case you are not interested in Monitoring/Controlling the redox Potential, you can in-
stead install TWO pH probe(s). You’ll simply need to select the second probe (pH2) during 
the defi nition of the “Connected Devices”  (see page 18) and connect the redox Probe 
to the Display Unit in place of the second pH probe. 

OSMOCONTROLLER

It is possible to connect to your Biotopus two level switches, one on the MULTIPLUG, that 
controls PLUG A6, the other that can be connected, to the DISPLAY UNIT, through the 
Temperature PLUG (OPTIONAL) that can be assigned to any plug on any MULTIPLUG.
To continuosly PROGRAM it you should proceed as below:

• purchase the specifi c Temperature-Floating switch accessory (OPTIONAL) and posi-
tion it in an appropriate place inside your SUMP

• connec it instead of the Temperature probe
• enter the Expert menù by pressing one of the four botton for more than 5 sec.
• choose “Continue”
• choose “ADD/REMOVE INPUT”
• presse “Continue” until the controller will prompt you:
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    OSMO:          YES
    <--->      YES
    <--->      NO
    <--->      Continue

choose YES and then Continue. You have now installed the additional fl oating switch.

Exit the EXPERT MENU’ and enter the Setup MENU’. Choose “Continue” till the BIOTOPUS 
will prompt you:

    <--->      Rescue
    <--->      Gsm
    <--->      Osmo Controller
    <--->      Continue       LEVEL2

choose Osmo Controller and enter the “Set Point” menu to program the duration of the 
dosing. This will depend from the type of pump you are going to use.
Don’t forget to assign to this TASK (see table page 70) the appropriate PLUG on one of 
your MULTIPLUG (see procedure on page 37).
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Miscellaneous     

Remote control

Monitor: your BIOTOPUS II is a sophisticate device that, when connected to the BIO LINK 
SMS permits you to have a constant feedback on the Status of the KEY parameters of 
your aquarium. 
Control: more than that you can remotely change the key “Set Points” (as pH and 
Temperature), switch ON and/or OFF lights and up to 10 apparatus not directly related 
to your aquarium (house’s lights, house’s conditioning/heathing system, pond pumps, 
garden irrigation etc. etc).

You’ll simply need a BIOTOPUS II, one or two MULTIPLUG(s) where the devices will be con-
nected and the BIOLINK SMS module.
The BIOLINK SMS, enables readings such as pH, °C, mV, µS, to be sent worldwide by 
SMS(text message) to a mobile telephone or fax machine (depends from local telepho-
ne company). 
If a reading exceeds the thresholds (alarm threshold reached), the module automatical-
ly sends an ALARM via SMS to the remote phone.

COMMAND

ALARMS
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INSTALLATION:

To install the BIOLINK SMS proceed as below:
a) purchase from your mobile network operator a proper SIM card with enough CREDIT 

and take note of the phone number. This will be the “phone number of your 
     BIOTOPUS II”
b) get the SIM card unlocked by installing it on a Mobile phone and disabling the need 

to enter the PIN code.
c) check the availablity of the service in the place where the BIO LINK SMS will be posi-

tioned
d) remove the SIM card from your Mobile Phone and install it in the appropriate slot of 

the BIO LINK SMS (top part, close to the Antenna)
e) connect your BIO LINK SMS to the Display Unit and to the 12-16 Volt dc power supply, 

when the red light will start blinking, the BIO LINK SMS is ready to operate.
f) you can now connect your Display Unit to the 12-16 Volt dc power supply,
g) only now you can then add the BIOLINK SMS to the connected devices.
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To do this proceed as following:
     
   • enter EXPERT menù (press for more than 5 sec. one of the four button)
   • choose Add/Remove Input 
   • press “Continue” until you read “GSM DEVICE”.
   • choose “Yes”

        GSM    DEVICE:             YES
    <--->     Yes    <--->     Yes
    <--->     No    <--->     No

    <--->     Continue    <--->     Continue

You’ll now need to tell to your BIOTOPUS II where to send its messages. Proceed as de-
scribed below:
e) with a GSM phone send the following SMS to the “phone number of your BIOTOPUS II”:

ST+AABBB1234567

where “+AABBB1234567” is the number of the mobile phone (your phone number?) whe-
re your BIOTOPUS II should send the report in form of AA=”COUNTRY CODE”(49 for Ger-
many, 39 for Italy, 44 fro UK etc. etc.) BBB=”AREA CODE”(without the 0),1234567 phone 
number (i.e.: +393351234567).
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Your BIOTOPUS II will now send you, once a day, a report on the STATUS of your aquarium 
and, in case of ALARM, an alert.
You can also use the following command to change the Set Points or switch ON/OFF 
your equipment:
ALØ  deactivate GSM
AL1  activate GSM
DRØ  deactivate daily report
DR1  activate daily report
TE282  to set the Temperature SetPoint to 28.2 °C
PH71  to set the pH SetPoint to 7.10
RE  to receive the LAST REPORT
H   to receive the history of the last 10 readings
AA+ON  to activate a feedback on each command sent 
AA+OFF  to deactivate the feedback on each command sent 
EC1  show the internal dialogue between the BIO-LINK and the BIOTOPUS
ECØ  hide the internal dialogue between the BIO-LINK and the BIOTOPUS
SWØØON switch to ON the task nr 26
SWØØOFF switch to OFF the task nr 26

SWxxON and SWxxOFF (replace xx with a number between ØØ and Ø9) can be used to 
switch ON/OFF up to 10 tasks (i.e. the light of your house entrance). All you’ll need to do 
is to assign task 26-35 to an available socket on your MULTIPLUG (see page 34) ant con-
nect there the device you want to control.
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UNLOCK THE SIM CARD 
USING YOUR USUAL GSM 

PHONE

CHECK THE 
AVAILABILITY OF THE 

SERVICE

REMOVE THE SIM FROM 
YOUR PHONE AND 

INSTALL IT INSIDE THE BIO-
LINK SMS APPARATUS

å ç é

Send an SMS to your 
BIOTOPUS II with the 

following text:
ST+AABBB1234567*

è

* Introduce your GSM phone instead of 
AABBB1234567 (i.e. ST+393359304325)

ST+393359304325
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Rescue System

In case of MAIN POWER FAILURE, to keep your Biotopus working, keep a minimum wa-
ter movement inside your tank, receive a constant feedback on the Status of the KEY 
parameters of your aquarium, you need to connect your BIOTOPUS II and BIOLINK-SMS to 
our RESCUE SYSTEM. A device that keeps your controller constantly active, and sense the 
MAIN POWER SUPPLY sending you an SMS-ALARM  in case of POWER FAILURE. During the 
POWER FAILURE the system will cyclically (10 minutes ON - 20 minutes OFF) supply power 
to its small 12 volts DC pump.

INSTALLATION:
To install the RESCUE SYSTEM proceed as below:
a) position the RESCUE UNIT in an appropriate place. Care should be taken so that liquids 

are not spilled into the inside of the unit. (refer to page 3 PRECAUTIONS & SAFETY IN-
STRUCTIONS)

b) purchase an appropriate back-up battery such the ones normally used in home 
alarm systems (12 volts - 10-15 A/h). Find a safe position for it and connect it to pin 7(+) 
and 8(-) of the RESCUE UNIT green connector (use a Phillips screwdriver). 

c) Connect to the same pins (7 and 8) the power cable to your BIO-LINK SMS.
d) Connect the supplied 12 volts DC POWER SUPPLY to the RESCUE UNIT.
e) Use the supplied cable (black telephone pin to pin cable) to connect the RESCUE 

UNIT to the port on the top right corner of your BIOTOPUS II display. 

Important: to reduce the risk of fi re or electric shock, do not expose the units to moisture.
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f) position the supplied AQUA-PUMP (optional) into your aquarium in order to generate 
an adequate “surface movement” inside your tank. Provide you use a powerful back-up 
battery, you can use two or three AQUA-PUMPs if necessary.
g) connect the AQUA PUMP(s) to pin 2(-) (blue) and 3(+) (brown) of the RESCUE UNIT
green connector (use a Phillips screwdriver). 

INSTALLATION:
You can now setup your BIOTOPUS II in order to use the RESCUE SYSTEM. Proceed as fol-
lowing:

   • enter EXPERT menù (see page 13-SAFETY LOCK)
   • choose Add/Remove Input 
   • press “Continue” until you read “RESCUE”.
   • choose “Yes”

    RESCUE:              YES
    <--->     Yes
    <--->     No

    <--->     Continue

press “Continue” until you exit from the EXPERT MENU’.

Your Rescue System is now installed. Once a failure of the MAIN POWER SUPPLY happens, 
the RESCUE SYSTEM will:
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1) supply the MAIN POWER to your BIOTOPUS II in order to keep it working;
2) cyclically supply power to the RESCUE-PUMP (10 minutes ON, 20 minutes OFF)
3) after 15 minutes from the BLACK-OUT, in case the MAIN POWER is still missing, it will acti-
vate your BIOLINK-SMS in order to send an ALARM SMS like the one below:

   04/06/07        H: 19:57   04/06/07        H: 19:57
   Status:     WARNING   Status:     WARNING
   T =     23.3 (22.0)   T =     23.3 (22.0)
   pH=   6.98 (7.00)   pH=   6.98 (7.00)
   POWER FAILURE AT   POWER FAILURE AT
   04/06/07      H:19:42   04/06/07      H:19:42
   Ext1 = OK   Ext1 = OK
   Ext2 = OK   Ext2 = OK

5) in case the BLACK-OUT persist, after 4 hours and after 12 hours a similar SMS MESSAGE 
will be sent
6) the BLACK-OUT will be visuallized on the BIOTOPUS II display as well as through a bip.

It is possible to TEST the functionality of the system proceeding as described below :

   • enter Setup menù (see page 13-SAFETY LOCK)
   • press “Continue” until you read “Rescue”
   • choose “Rescue”

Your Biotopus will prompt you:
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    <--->      Rescue Test
    <--->      
    <--->      
    <--->      Exit

Press the fi rst button (Rescue Test) the Biotopus wil prompt you:

    <--->      Are you sure?
    <--->      YES
    <--->      
    <--->      Exit

Choose YES, the Biotopus wil prompt you:

           Unplug power cable 
           than press Continue
     
    <--->      Continue

Unplug the power cable to your BIOTOPUS DISPLAY and then choose Continue. An SMS 
alarm will be sent and the PUMP will start a cycle.
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EXTERNAL INPUT

The RESCUE SYSTEM permit the connection of two separate ON-OFF switches (sensors) 
that can be used to sense, for example, a level, the presence of water on the fl oor, the 
opening of a door etc. etc. These switches must be “NORMALLY CLOSED”. When one of 
these contact is open, an ALARM SMS will be sent thorugh the BIO-LINK SMS.

Note: 

1) an SMS will be sent at the end of the BLACK OUT
2) in the BLACK-OUT is shorter than 15 minutes, no SMS will be sent
3) the pump(s) will start cycling after 20 minutes from the BLACK-OUT
4) at 24:00 the pump will run for 5 sec to perform an “autocleaning” procedure
5) the Back -up battery is constantly keeped charged by the RESCUE SYSTEM
6) the opening of one (or both) of the two optional contacts will generate the alarm 
after 20 sec. from the alarm condition (opening of the contact)
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Socket 1 Socket 2 Socket 3 Socket 4 Socket 5 Socket 6
MULTIPLUG A LIGHT 1 LIGHT 2 HEATER1 PH- Rx- OSMO
MULTIPLUG B LIGHT 3 LIGHT 4 MOON L. HEATER 2 DOS. Q AUX1

Table 1   

Default task/socket setup
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Table 2   

Task list
Numero TASK Nome TASK DESCRIZIONE TASK Name TASK Number DESCRIPTION

1 L1 Light 1

2 L2 Light 2 44 FA Fan

3 L3 Light 3 23 MT Multi Timer

4 L4 Light 4 24 TA Timer A

5 ML Moon light 25 TB Timer B

6 H1 Heater 1 26 X0 Aux 0

7 H2 Heater 2 27 X1 Aux 1

8 CH Chiller 28 X2 Aux 2

9 P1 pH- 29 X3 Aux 3

10 P2 pH+ 30 X4 Aux 4

11 R- redox - 31 X5 Aux 5

12 R+ redox + 32 X6 Aux 6

13 C- Conductivity - 33 X7 Aux 7

14 C+ Conductivity + 34 X8 Aux 8

15 W1 Wave generator 1 35 X9 Aux 9

16 W2 Wave generator  2 36 SR Service

17 D1 Dosing pump 1 37 I1 Ion 1

18 D2 Dosing pump 2 38 I2 Ion 2

19 D3 Dosing pump 3 39 I3 Ion 3

20 D4 Dosing pump 4 40 I4 Ion 4

21 D5 Dosing pump 5 41 L5 Light 5

22 D6 Dosing pump 6 42 L6 Light 6

43 OS Osmocontroller

Task nr. 26...35 can be used for “Remote home Automation” and can be controlled directly 
via GSM
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Table 3   

Maximum load 

MULTIPLUG SOCKET NR. TYPE/MAX PWR

A 1 ALL / 400 WATT

A 2 ALL / 400 WATT

A 3 NO HQI / 150 WATT

A 4 NO HQI / 150 WATT

A 5 NO HQI / 150 WATT

A 6 OSMO / 100 WATT

B 1 ALL / 400 WATT

B 2 ALL / 400 WATT

B 3 NO HQI / 150 WATT

B 4 NO HQI / 150 WATT

B 5 NO HQI / 150 WATT

B 6 NO HQI / 150 WATT
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